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Introduction

Research framework

Landscape can be defined as a visual
resource, which acknowledges human vision
and hence perception in the definition.
Perceptual aspects of landscape necessitate a
human component and thus are not only a
measure of physical attributes but also
reactions to and cognition of physical
attributes by people. Recently attempts have
been made to link more closely landscape
preference and peoples experiences, with
virtual environments identified as having
developed
sufficiently
to
enable
investigations of experiential approaches
with significant impacts reported for
perception researchers (Bishop, Ye, &
Karadaglis, 2001).

There is evidence from three distinct but
allied research areas that indicative
physiological feedback could contribute to
virtual environmental perception: landscape
preference (Chang, 2002); soundscape
(Hume & Ahtamad, 2010) and virtual
environments (Biocca, 2010). This paper will
elucidate a research framework and propose
areas for future research of corroborating
subjective
responses
with
objective
measures.

3D-Visualization & perception
Visualizations, 3D digital simulations of
real or proposed environments, have been
used by planners and landscape architects for
a
generation
and
are
becoming
technologically robust. Visualizations can
range from non-immersive and static to
dynamic and immersive (Danahy, 2001).
There is a growing body of empirical
research investigating subjective perceptual
responses to visualizations (Bishop &
Rohrmann, 2003; Lange, 2001). Evaluating
objectively these subjective responses could
contribute significantly to
validating
preference measured by visualizations.
Objective need
One major criticism of solely relying on
questionnaires for virtual environment
efficacy and preference evaluation is that
they are reflective and occur after interaction.
A promising objective evaluation technique
is physiological feedback, which in virtual
environment research has contradicted selfreported responses.
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